OHAPTEE VL
PANTHEISM AND THE VEDANTA1.
By far the most serious objection taken to the Veddnta ideal of
tat-twam-asi is that it is a species of Anti-theistic Pantheism2 which
is generally designated Acosmism. It is said, that it destroys all sense
of Individualism and strikes at the root of all the fundamental moral
oonvictions and spiritual aspirations of humanity.
In the first place, it is necessary to ask what is Pantheism. Are Chris-
tian writers themselves agreed as to what is really meant by the term ?
While Christian philosophers generally charge Absolute Idealists
as Pantheists, saving their own Pantheism from the attack, European
idealists, in their turn,- stigmatise Oriental Pantheism as anti-theistic
and, therefore, different from their own, alleging that that Pantheism
makes no distinction between good. and evil, virtue and vice, and
considers them all as immanent in God. Though, each one justifies
his own Pantheism and picks holes in the Pantheism of others, it is
noteworthy that most of these join in condemning Oriental Pantheism
in no measured terms.
One instance will suffice to show what I mean. Professors Flint
and UptorL charge Hegeliamsm as unmitigated Pantheism, the latter
naming the two eminent brothers Oaird,, in this connection. Principal
J. Gaird,3 in his turn, severely criticises the Pantheism of the Hindus
as inevitably immoral in its tendency, and tliu-s accounts for the
<< unbridled license of a sensuous idolatry " resulting in a social system,
in -which '' the grossest impurities are not only permitted, but perpe-
tuated wider the sanction of religion/5—a whole nation tlius charged,
on what aiLtliority, it is left to the reader to imagine.
1 Originally contributed to the 'Indian   pp. 751, 777 and 923.
"Review*, for 1905, pp. 627-632. In     ami,, i,       x        ,   i. ..
reading this ChapterJeference may bo   t<t T   . T ^ reference? ^ ^^lon
•asefully made to two articles on « Im-   No> 4C3 noted ^ P" 75 ^m-
nia-iaenoe" and "Transcendence" m the     s < Pliil. Bel.'pp. 321 ,323.
JElibbert Journal for 1907, especially

